Abstract. Network coordinate (NC) system allows efficient Internet distance prediction with scalable measurements. Most of the NC systems are based on embedding hosts into a low dimensional Euclidean space. Unfortunately, the accuracy of predicted distances is largely hurt by the persistent occurrence of Triangle Inequality Violation (TIV) in measured Internet distances. IDES is a dot product based NC system which can tolerate the constraints of TIVs. However, it cannot guarantee the predicted distance non-negative and its prediction accuracy is close to the Euclidean distance based NC systems. In this paper, we propose Phoenix, an accurate, practical and decentralized NC system. It adopts a weighted model adjustment to achieve better prediction accuracy while it ensures the predicted distances to be positive and usable. Our extensive Internet trace based simulation shows that Phoenix can achieve higher prediction accuracy than other representative NC systems. Furthermore, Phoenix has fast convergence and robustness over measurement anomalies.
Introduction
Network Coordinate (NC) system is an efficient and scalable mechanism to predict distance (Round Trip Time) between any two Internet hosts without explicit measurements. In most of the NC systems, each host is assigned a set of numbers called coordinates to represent its position in the Euclidean space, and the distance between any two hosts can be predicted by their coordinates using Euclidean distance. NC system reduces the active probing overhead significantly, which is especially beneficial to large-scale distributed applications. To date, NC systems are widely used in different Internet applications such as application layer multicast [1] , locality-aware server selection [1] , distributed query optimization [2] , file-sharing via BitTorrent [3] , network modeling [4] , compact routing [5] , and application layer anycast [6] .
Unfortunately, the Euclidean distance based NC systems have a common unremediable drawback, i.e., the predicted distances among each three hosts must satisfy the triangle inequality. Lots of existing studies report the existence of Triangle Inequality Violations (TIV) in the Internet delay structure [8, 7, 10, 22, 25, 32] . As a result, these distances cannot be predicted accurately by using Euclidean distance based NC even if we increase the dimension of the space.
A dot product based NC system named IDES is proposed in [9] . The key idea of this system is that a large distance matrix can be approximately factorized into two smaller matrices by methods like Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) or Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [11] . This results in a compressed version of the Internet distance matrix. In contrast to the Euclidean distance based NC systems, the distances predicted by IDES do not have to satisfy the triangle inequality. However, IDES is still not an ultimate solution. First, unlike any other existing NC system, IDES will give negative predicted distance. This will cause the malfunction of the system because the distance (Round Trip Time) can not be negative. In addition, the prediction accuracy of IDES is close to typical Euclidean distance based NC system such as GNP [18] according to the experiments in [1] .
In this paper, we propose an accurate, practical and decentralized NC system named Phoenix. Phoenix is also based on dot product, but remedies IDES's flaws. Phoenix can achieve much higher prediction accuracy than other typical representative NC systems such as IDES and Vivaldi [19] . The key contributions of this paper are twofold. (1) We propose a weight calculation algorithm to distinguish referred NCs with high errors and low errors. With the error propagation eliminated, Phoenix demonstrates the advantage of dot product based NC systems. Our extensive Internet trace based simulation results show that Phoenix can achieve much higher prediction accuracy than state-of-the-art methods. Our simulation results also demonstrate Phoenix's fast convergence and robustness over measurement anomalies. (2) Compared with IDES, Phoenix not only performs better in prediction accuracy but also guarantees the predicted distance non-negative. The results show that the implementation of Phoenix is an accurate solution to build a practical NC system. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related work. The design of our accurate, practical and decentralized NC system -Phoenix is proposed in section 3. We evaluate the performance of Phoenix and compare it with two representative NC systems with extensive simulation results in Section 4. We conclude the whole paper in Section 5.
Related Work

Euclidean Distance Based Network Coordinates and Triangle Inequality Violation (TIV)
Suppose there are N Internet hosts. Let S be the set of these N hosts. Let D be the N × N distance matrix among the hosts in S. 
Several NC systems have been proposed in the literature, and they can be categorized into two classes [8] , namely centralized NC systems and decentralized NC systems. Centralized NC systems such as GNP [18] , Virtual Landmarks [14] require a fixed set of dedicated landmarks to orient the NC calculation of the whole system, which will be a bottleneck of the system. Therefore, decentralized NC systems such as Vivaldi [19] , NPS [26] , PIC [31] were proposed to make NC system work well on large-scale applications. In this paper, we compare our system with Vivaldi since it's the representive Euclidean distance based NC system due to its clean and decentralized implementation. It is deployed in many well-known Internet systems, such as Bamboo DHT [28] , Stream-Based Overlay Network (SBON) [2] and Azureus BitTorrent [3] .
The prediction accuracy of an NC system is often denoted by the relative error (RE) of predicted distance over the real RTT measured on Internet. Relative Error (RE) of the distance between host i and host j is defined as [10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] 
Smaller RE indicates higher prediction accuracy. When measured distance equals to predicted distance, the RE value will be zero.
Suppose there are three hosts, A, B and C. Let's consider the triangle ABC. Suppose AB is the longest edge of the triangle. If D(A, B) > D(A, C)+D(C, B), then ABC is called a TIV, due to the violation of the triangle inequality. As mentioned in [25] , any three hosts with TIV cannot be embedded into Euclidean space within some level of accuracy, for the distances among them in Euclidean space must obey triangle inequality. However, the TIV is natural and persistent in Internet [25] . Therefore the existence of TIV causes a serious problem for every Euclidean distance based NC systems [7, 8] . In other words, it hurts the accuracy of Euclidean distance based NC a lot. In dot product based NC system, for host i, X i is the outgoing vector and Y i is the incoming vector. The predicted distance from host i to host j is simply the dot product between the outgoing vector of host i and the incoming vector of host j as follows
Dot Product Based NC and IDES
IDES [9] is the representative NC system based on dot product. There are several serious problems with IDES. First, IDES's predicted distance can be negative, which is very harmful to many practical applications. In a simple example, we apply maximum RRL test [10] using the P2PSim latency data set [9] for the IDES(NMF) methods in 10-dimensional space (with 15 landmarks). We use IDES simulator which is available at the author's homepage [29] . In this test, we select the site with maximum RRL value as the target site. Fig.1 demonstrates the results. The x-axis enumerates sites while the y-axis corresponds to the RTT distance of each site from the selected site. The signature plot marked with +'s indicates RTTs in the original distance matrix, and the sites on the x-axis have been sorted to ensure that this plot is in ascending order of RTTs. The signature plot marked with o's is the predicted distances given by IDES. It is obvious that IDES results in negativity in distances. This is not realistic or relevant since the distance stands for RTT on Internet. Despite the small percentage of negative distances, their impact on the whole application will be very severe. For example, a typical NC application in overlay multicast is the construction of Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) using NC predicted distance [1] . If we use Dijkstra algorithm to construct the MST, even one negative distance can fail the algorithm.
Furthermore, estimation error will be propagated in IDES's distance prediction. IDES uses the least square error for NC calculation. For a certain host, it uses the NCs of reference hosts and its distances to reference hosts to calculate its own NC. In the NC calculation, this host gives equal confidence to each referred NC in both basic IDES and decentralized IDES. However, some NCs are very inaccurate due to different factors, such as network congestion or error propagation. Once these inaccurate NCs are referred, their errors will be propagated to the new hosts. Thus, it is not surprising that IDES doesn't show significant improvement on the prediction accuracy over Euclidean distance based NC [1] .
In IDES, we can add non-negative constraint in the NC calculation of ordinary hosts to avoid negative predicted distance. However, the prediction accuracy still cannot be improved [9] . In next section, we will propose our solution, an accurate, practical and decentralized NC system called Phoenix. Phoenix will not only guarantee the predicted distance non-negative but also improve the prediction accuracy a lot.
Design of Phoenix
System Architecture
In this section, we propose the design of Phoenix, a practical dot product based NC system. Our design focuses on the most important aspects for NC systems, i.e., accuracy, decentralization and practicability. Basically, NC is used for Internet distance prediction; so the prediction accuracy is principally important. Moreover, NC is widely used in distributed applications, there may be thousands of hosts in the swarm; therefore, NC system should be decentralized. Last but not the least, NC system should be practical. In other words, it should never give negative predicted distances.
Phoenix maps each host to two d-dimensional row vectors -an incoming vector and an outgoing vector. The predicted distance from host i to host j is simply the dot product between the outgoing vector of host i and the incoming vector of host j. In contrast to IDES, all the elements in these two vectors are nonnegative, which guarantees Phoenix never gives negative predicted distance.
Unlike GNP [18] or other centralized NC systems, Phoenix system has no fixed network infrastructure or distinguished hosts to serve the whole system. Any host with calculated NC can serve as a reference host to orient the new host to participate in. Thus Phoenix is efficient for large scale applications since the communication and computation overhead will be distributed evenly to all hosts in the system. After a new host joins the system, it can pick any host with calculated NC as one of its reference hosts. Let N be the set of hosts whose NCs have been calculated. When a new host H new joins the system, it can select any m reference hosts randomly from the set N with size m < |N | and starts its NC update procedure. In every round, H new measures its RTTs to these m hosts as well as retrieves the incoming and outgoing vectors of these m hosts. Then its NC can be calculated and updated periodically. We will propose the detailed NC calculation algorithm in section 3.2.
For the first m hosts of the Phoenix system, the NC calculation is a bit different. If |N | ≤ m, the new host H new will be considered as one of the early hosts. These early hosts will probe each other to obtain the |N | × |N | distance matrix. The system will use NMF algorithm [11] to get the incoming vectors and the outgoing vectors of these early hosts.
Weighted Non-negative Least Squares NC Calculation
In Phoenix, we use a weighted non-negative least squares module to calculate the NC. The intuition behind this weighted NC calculation is as follows. The more accurate the referred NC (vector) is, the higher confidence (weight) should be given to this NC. In contrast, some referred NCs with abnormal high error will not be considered for NC calculation. Similar intuition is also used in decentralized Euclidean distance based NC systems such as [21] .
For 
Likewise,we define an
T and an m×d matrix X W with √ w Xi X i as its row vectors. Therefore the Eq.(5) can be solved as follows.
Eq. (6)- (7) are non-negative least squares constraints problems, they can be solved by the algorithm proposed in [20] . In our simulator [33] written in Matlab 6.0, the function called lsqnonneg is used to solve the nonnegative least-squares constraints problem.
In Phoenix, we calculate the weight as follows. If H new is a newly joined host, we set all w Xj = w Yj = 1 and calculate its initial NC. From this round, it applies Eq.(8)- (11) to determine the weights and updates its NC periodically.
For each reference host j of H new , we define the error of each vector as follows.
Thus the median values of both the error of
Then we can get the w Xj and w Yj as follows.
otherwise.
(10)
otherwise. (11) C is set as 5 in our Phoenix implementation.
Algorithm 1. Phoenix Algorithm
Connect to Rendezvous Point(RP) Get Reference Host Candidates(RP) Connect to Reference Hosts()
Wait(Update Interval); round = round + 1 end while Algorithm 1 shows the procedure of a new host joining the Phoenix NC system (Suppose this host is not one of the early hosts). This new host first contacts the Rendezvous Point (RP) of the Phoenix system like all other P2P schemes. After obtaining a list of reference host candidates, it contacts them and select m hosts out of them as its reference hosts. Then it starts its NC calculation and updates its NC periodically using the weighted NC calculation model. In every round, the new host measures its RTTs to its reference hosts as well as retrieves their NCs before the weighted NC calculation. Specifically, in its first round, it will calculate its initial NC using non-negative least squares (without introducing weight), then the weighted model can be applied from then on. 4 Performance Evaluation
Setup of the Experiment
In our experiment, we compare Phoenix with IDES and Vivaldi. All of these three systems use 10-dimensional coordinates. In Phoenix, each host has m reference hosts. Likewise, there are m randomly selected landmarks in IDES. In Vivaldi, c c and c e are set to 0.25 as an empirical value and each host has m neighbors.
In our experiments, we set m as 32. 10 runs are performed on each data set and the average results are reported. We use five typical data sets from real Internet measurement to study the prediction accuracy of different NC systems. The first data set is the AMP data set [9] , which includes the RTTs among 110 Internet hosts. The hosts are mainly at NSF supported HPC sites, with about 10% outside the US. The second data set is the PlanetLab data set [9] , which includes the RTTs among 169 PlanetLab [23] hosts all over the world. The third data set is King data set which includes the RTTs among 1740 Internet DNS servers [19] . The fourth data set is P2PSim data set, which includes the RTTs among 1143 Internet DNS servers. These DNS servers were obtained from an Internet scale Gnutella network trace [9] . The fifth data set is Meridian data set which is from the Cornell Meridian project [27] . It measures the pairwise RTTs between 2500 hosts.
The effect of TIV is studied on these five data sets with two metrics proposed in [30] . The triple of hosts violating the triangle inequality is called a bad triangle. The first metric is triples in TIVs, which is defined as the percentage of triples that form bad triangles. The other metric is pairs in TIVs, which is defined as the percentage of pairs of hosts that are long sides in bad triangles (i.e., pairs that have an alternate shorter path). Table. 1 shows the results. It is obvious that TIVs are quite different among these data sets. Thus we can evaluate our Phoenix NC system in different Internet delay structures.
Evaluation Results on Prediction Accuracy
In this subsection, we compare the REs of IDES, Vivaldi and Phoenix. More precisely, we evaluate both IDES(SVD) and IDES(NMF). Besides the complete Fig.2 shows the comparison between these five NC implementations under five different data sets. As in [18, 9] , more attention is paid to the 90th Percentile Relative Error (NPRE) since it can guarantee 90% of the hosts have lower RE values than it. In all these five data sets, Phoenix performs the best. The performance of Phoenix(Simple) is close to IDES(SVD) and IDES(NMF) because weighted model hasn't been applied on it. But it's still an improvement over IDES since it will never give negative predicted distance. Compared with Vivaldi, the representative Euclidean distance based NC, Phoenix can reduce the NPRE by between 18.34% (P2PSim data set) and 52.17% (AMP data set). Our simulation results demonstrate that Phoenix can achieve high prediction accuracy in a decentralized and practical way.
Convergence Behavior of Phoenix
In this subsection, we study Phoenix in terms of the number of rounds (samples) required for convergence under a flash-crowd scenario, i.e., all hosts join simultaneously. We define median prediction error j) ). As in [19] , we plots the median prediction error as a function of NC update rounds used per host in Fig.4(a) . We can see in all the five data sets, the convergence of Phoenix is fast according to our simulation results. Basically, Phoenix will converge in less than 10 rounds.
We compare Phoenix with Vivaldi in terms of the number of samples required for convergence. For a Vivaldi host, in each update round it probes one of its neighbors and retrieves the NC of this neighbor. We regard this process as one sample. For a Phoenix host, it has 32 neighbors and each neighbor has incoming vector and outgoing vector, thus each update round needs 64 samples. We have done the comparison on all the five data sets and have drawn similar conclusions. Due to space limitation, we only show the results on PlanetLab data set. In Fig.4(b) , we can see only in first round (first 64 samples), the median prediction error in Phoenix is 9% larger than that of Vivaldi. Thereafter, Phoenix converges very fast. The median prediction error in Phoenix needs less than 200 samples to converge to 12ms whereas in Vivaldi it needs about 300 samples. Also, we can find that the final median prediction error of Phoenix is about 31% smaller than Vivaldi. Thus the convergence of Phoenix is very fast and effective.
Robustness over Measurement Anomalies
In previous study, we assume that all the measurement results from the data sets are accurate. However, in the real world, measurement may contain various kinds of errors [9] . A robust NC system will still give accurate prediction under a small amount of measurement anomalies. The robustness of these systems are evaluated by the experiment proposed in [9] . For a certain data set, we randomly pick p percent links of the data set and increase the RTTs of these links to λ times of the original values. Then we run NC system on the modified data set. When calculating the RE after the simulation, we compare the predicted distances to the actual network distances (i.e. the original value without injected errors). We vary the p value and see the evolution of median RE. As in [9] , λ value is set as 3 and 10.
We have done the experiment on all the five data sets and have drawn similar conclusions. Due to space limitation, we only show the results on PlanetLab data set in Fig. 4 . In IDES, Vivaldi and Phoenix(Simple) system, the amount of median RE increases when the amount of inaccurately measured links increases. The higher the degree of measurement error λ is, the faster the median RE increases along with p. In contrast, the results in Phoenix are quite different, while median RE only increases slightly along with p. Thus Phoenix is very robust to small amount of measurements anomalies. The difference between Phoenix and Phoenix(Simple) demonstrates that the weighted model can eliminate the impact of measurement anomalies greatly.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we proposed the design and implementation of a decentralized dot product based NC system, Phoenix. Phoenix employs a weighted NC calculation model to reduce the effect of error propagation and it's a practical system which never gives negative predicted distance. Extensive simulation results with real Internet traces show that Phoenix achieves much higher prediction accuracy than state-of-the-art NC systems in different typical Internet data sets. We have also demonstrated that the convergence of Phoenix is fast and it performs robustly over small amount of measurement anomalies. Compared with IDES, Phoenix not only has better prediction accuracy but also can guarantee all the predicted distances non-negative. In short, Phoenix is an accurate, practical and decentralized solution to scalable Internet distance prediction.
Our future work of Phoenix is wide-area deployment. We will improve Phoenix in large scale Internet experiments and we believe Phoenix will be a robust, accurate and widely-used NC system.
